James Davies from stack

rocks

1

walked into a bar

i was holding a bit

i had a broken bit of skirting

stair-rod too

2 skys

on a rock

hedgehog

sellotape

i like to walk in a field

the skys

lime

lime o’clock

leaning next to a grapefruit

1

rocks

1

bought an electrical item with the wrong lead

crushed a snail

talking to a brick

thinking about a shed
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blue

green white blue
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rocks

piglet jumping

glass twix

shouldn’t i be outside watching a snail

to use paint but not make paintings

1

rocks2

2

clocks

what do you do for a living — i was not making a monument — what have you got there for lunch — i was not
making an object

1

jug

two buddhas make same soup

one makes it differently

the sea is blue

white green blue

the sea is blue

green white blue

my hat is yellow

little birds can be brown

that little bird is brown

that little bird is brown

i moved a seat

1

3

she danced on a box named d4

ambivalent sensations with a tiny orange cube

with electric fans behind her hair

a theatre of orange plastic biscuit tin lids

a room of oracles

charlotte re-finished the sculpture

aerial view of meteor crater, arizona

intergrown pyrite cubes

what is more than ‘i had painted a twig’

it’s the caravans i like in the picture

a pot near the top

sideways on to a lid

a photo of you eating lunch

a picture of me saying all the tobacco’s run out

a pebble and a red moon
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a man holding an electrical box

looked at a dustbin

a girl standing next to a yellow stripe

charlotte re-finished the sculpture

a paintbrush by the shore to represent a painting of a paintbrush by the shore

through a flap into a silver room

hovering oblongs

a lemon painted yellow

walked the beach alone saw a courgette

13

goes out for hotdogs

at a total mountain and two boxes

low

/

orbs

/

birds

a pile for lemon and lime skins

a woman just walked past carrying a bag
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5

/

as threads

